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Abstract: The transportation sector is regarded as the main culprit in greenhouse gas emission
in the urban network, particularly idling vehicles waiting at signalized intersections. Although
autonomous vehicles can be a promising technology to tackle vehicle idling, their environmental
benefits receive little attention compared with their safety and mobility issues. This study investigated
the environmental benefits of autonomous vehicles equipped with an automatic idling control
function based on the queue discharge time and traffic signal information transmitted from the traffic
signal controller via V2I communication using microscopic mobility and emission simulation models,
VISSIM and MOVES, in Haeundae-gu in Busan, Korea. This study found that the function contributes
to a significant reduction in CO2 emissions by 23.6% for all-inclusive emission and 94.3% for idling
emission, respectively. Moreover, total reduced idling time accounts for 47.6% of the total travel time
and 94.3% of the total idling time, respectively. Consequently, the autonomous vehicles equipped
with automatic vehicle idling control function under C-ITS can play an important role in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and fuel consumption as well in the urban network.

Keywords: cooperative intelligent transportation system; emissions; vehicle idling; traffic signal;
VISSIM; MOVES

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Figure 1 describes that, since 2010, the transportation sector accounts for about 14.3%
of total greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) (Figure 1a) and that approximately 95.2% or
more of the transportation-related GHGs (Figure 1b) is attributable to the vehicles on the
road among all transport systems in Korea [1]. Particularly, it is reported that a huge part
of them originates from idling vehicles waiting at signalized intersections in the urban
network [2,3]. To tackle this problem, recently manufactured vehicles can automatically
control vehicle idling with a stop-and-go function when waiting for a desired traffic signal.
Besides this, autonomous vehicles can be another promising technology to control vehicle
idling; however, most studies regarding autonomous vehicles have been mainly focused
on the safety and mobility and not on the environmental impact.

The safety and mobility performance of autonomous vehicles could be secured and
reinforced with the aid of communication capability in the fashion of vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications (i.e., cooperative intelligent
transportation system, C-ITS), so it is necessary to investigate the environmental benefits
of autonomous vehicles under C-ITS, particularly vehicle idling control at signalized
intersections in urban areas.

1.2. Research Purpose

Recently, a new technology for transmitting traffic signal information from a traffic
management center (TMC) or a traffic signal controller installed at the individual intersec-
tions of an approaching vehicle through wireless communication has been developed, and
it is entering into practical uses.
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Figure 1. Status of greenhouse gas emissions of the transportation sector and roads in Korea.

The introduced mobility application using the traffic signal information transmitted to
vehicles is simply intended to adjust their approaching speeds to minimize the chance for
the vehicle to stop at the intersection, improve drivers’ comfort, and reduce fuel consump-
tion and GHG emission. This study highlights that such valuable information should be
used for more diverse applications such as automatic vehicle idling control.

This study aims to evaluate the environmental benefits of autonomous vehicles in-
ternally enhanced by an automatic vehicle idling control function, capable of reflecting
the queue length and traffic signal information shared through C-ITS, specifically V2I, by
employing a microscopic mobility and emission simulators, VISSIM and VISSIM COM (i.e.,
component object model) and MOVES (i.e., motor vehicle emission simulator), respectively.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an informative
summary of related works. Section 3 describes the research methodology with the underly-
ing concept and algorithm for the automatic vehicle idling control of autonomous vehicles
under C-ITS. Section 4 presents the research methodology, conducted with VISSIM and
VISSIM COM coupled with MOVES, and evaluates the proposed vehicle idling control
function with a case study in Haeundae-gu in Busan, Korea. Lastly, Section 5 contains
conclusions, research limitations, and future research issues.

2. Related Works
2.1. Identification of Traffic Signal Information

Prior to propagating traffic signal information through C-ITS such as V2I communi-
cation, a number of studies on the identification of traffic signal, localization, and state
classification (i.e., traffic signal color) have mainly counted on the vision-based methods up
to recently, conceding its problems due to occlusions, illumination, scale variations, and
so on [4,5]. Nevertheless, most studies on it have made greater efforts to improve their
detection performance, aiming for utilization in autonomous vehicle applications.

Jimenez-Palacios (1999), Omar et al. (2020), and Li et al. (2021) proposed and evaluated
a vision-based traffic lights recognition algorithm under a variety of lighting conditions
using a public data set on the actual city road at night with YOLOv3, YOLOv4, and convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) models, concluding that it has a relatively high accuracy rate
in complex scenarios and can promote the engineering application of autonomous vehicles
with some limitations, such as the distance from vehicles to the traffic signal [4–6]. Vitas
et al. (2020) employed the improved YOLOv4 algorithm and investigated its effectiveness in
enhancing the detection and recognition precision of traffic signals, resulting in a precision
that was 2.86% higher than the mean average precision of the original YOLOv4 algorithm
and introducing it as a practical method for autonomous vehicle applications [7]. Also,
Escalera et al. (2003) implemented the adaptive thresholding and deep learning method
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to recognize the traffic signal based on images taken by a camera mounted on a vehicle,
revealing an 89.60% true detection rate [8].

Despite these research efforts, there are still inherent limitations with the vision-based
traffic signal recognition methods, which is that approaching vehicles must recognize the
traffic signal and state without any latency due to traffic safety issues. Hence, a more robust
and solid method (e.g., V2I communication) to recognize the traffic signal information
compared with the vision-based one should be developed and implemented for the diverse
autonomous vehicle applications.

2.2. Environmental Effect of Vehicle Idling

Pal et al. (2012), Bahndari et al. (2013), and Sharma et al. (2019) investigated the
environmental impact of vehicular idling on emissions and found that significant emissions
from idling vehicles account for the huge part of the total emissions from the transport
sector, particularly at the signalized intersections during peak hour in urban areas [9–11].
Chaichan (2014) reported that CO2 concentrations increased with idle time and engine
speed from a diesel engine, and Kumar et al. (2015) specifically noted that the total
emissions amounted to 2398.055 mg/m3 of hydrocarbons, 1087.068 mg/m3 of NOx, and
10,612.612 mg/m3 of carbon monoxide daily during vehicle idling across 600 intersections
in Delhi, India [12,13].

Engelmann et al. (2021) observed significant variations in emissions from passenger
cars in special driving or non-driving situations like idling, which depended on vehicle
types and the warm-up of their exhaust aftertreatment systems; Barlow et al. (2020) also
showed that diesel heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) emitted the most pollutants per minute
of idling, followed by SUVs, as obtained from the Department for Transport’s Portable
Emissions Measuring System (PEMS) database in London [3,14].

Accordingly, Martin et al. (2017) highlighted that it is generally better to turn off and
restart the vehicle, even for short stops for emission reduction, and Omar et al. (2020) found
that vehicle positioning in a queue and congestion levels significantly impact the decision
to turn off the engine in India [5,15]. Wu et al. (2015) indicated that the idling stop policy
has significant potential savings in CO2 emissions from a case study in Taipei City [16].

2.3. Technology for Vehicle Idling Control

Kumar et al. (2013), Rahman et al. (2013), Shancita et al. (2014), and Yates et al.
(2016) underscored the importance of adopting idle-reduction strategies to mitigate the
adverse effects of vehicle idling on air quality at signalized intersections in urban areas and
suggested multiple mitigation measures, such as auxiliary power units (APUs), direct-fired
heaters, fuel cells, truck stop electrification, improving signal timing, promoting public
transport, implementing land use and transport policies, encouraging non-motorized trans-
port modes, and so forth [17–20]. This study mainly focused on stop-and-go technology and
traffic signal operations aided with the sophisticated systems among the existing research
efforts on alleviating the environmental effect of vehicle idling.

Stop-and-go technology allows vehicles to automatically turn off the internal combus-
tion engine (ICE) during idling periods and restart it when the driver restarts, which is
particularly beneficial in urban traffic conditions where vehicles frequently stop and start,
leading to higher environmental pollution, thereby enabling significant improvements in
reducing CO2 emissions [21–24].

Cho et al. (2012) employed an ultrasonic sensor to estimate frontal traffic conditions
and developed a neural network-based fuzzy logic algorithm to control engine idling
for the idle stop-and-go system [25]. Zhu et al. (2017) analyzed vehicle specific power
(VSP) to understand the impact of stop-and-go driving behaviors at intersections on
emissions by employing a high-resolution driving simulator to analyze acceleration and
deceleration behaviors [26]. Zhu et al. (2022) investigated the effects of stop-and-go systems
on particulate emissions in gasoline direct injection vehicles under varying temperature
conditions with testing vehicles equipped with stop-and-go systems [27]. Aarathy et al.
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(2015), Lee et al. (2020), Chen et al. (2022), and Sim et al. (2022) introduced an enhanced
control algorithm to stop-and-go technology by determining the optimal time to turn off
the engine based on traffic light information disseminated through vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) communication, which is a significant step in integrating traffic signal information
into idle stop-and-go systems [28–31].

Prati et al. (2018) showed that stop-and-go technology can reduce CO2 emissions by
more than 4–7% in urban traffic from a field test using three cars equipped with portable
emission systems (PEMSs) to measure emissions in Napoli [22]. Fonseca et al. (2011)
found that a vehicle equipped with a stop-and-go system reduced more than 20% of CO2
emissions compared with one without the system in urban traffic conditions [32]. Also,
Zhu et al. (2017) proved that the automatic stop-and-go function in hybrid electric vehicles
(HEVs) can save over 16% of emissions [23].

Many researchers inspected the optimal time duration to control vehicle idling; that
is, Chahal et al. (2018) revealed that idling for over 13 s leads to greater emissions than
stopping and restarting the engine [33]. The U.S. Department of Energy (2015) highlighted
that idling for more than 10 s produces more emissions than restarting the engine [34].
Sharma et al. (2017) indicated that it is more efficient to turn off the engine if idling is
expected to last over 10 s [35]. Gaines et al. (2011) investigated the emissions associated
with idling versus restarting the engine by comparing actual idling emissions, aiming to
determine the impact of idling over various durations by the Argonne National Laboratory,
finding that idling for more than 10 s emits more CO2 than restarting the engine [36]. Alwis
et al. (2017) recommended switching off vehicle engines if the waiting time is more than
15–20 s [37].

Besides the stop-and-go technology, numerous studies on the optimal operation of
traffic signal and vehicle speed adjustment have been conducted. In detail, Bakibillah et al.
(2020) explored the development of an eco-driving strategy that learns from driving data
to generate optimal speed trajectories at signalized intersections by advising appropriate
driving behaviors near intersections with the gaussian process regression (GPR) [38]. Zhao
et al. (2019) studied vehicle emissions at unsaturated signalized intersections using a car-
following model combined with a specific power emission model, finding that longer signal
cycles, higher vehicle arrival rates, and increased traffic interference amplify emissions
per vehicle [39]. Chen et al. (2007) developed a microscopic traffic–emission simulation
platform to investigate the relationship between traffic operations and emissions and found
that vehicle emissions are strongly influenced by their operating modes, especially during
acceleration, and that optimized signal timing plans can significantly reduce emissions
for all vehicle categories [40]. Zhao et al. (2021) presented a study on the influence
of signal timing on CO2 emissions in a mixed traffic environment of fuel and electric
vehicles by developing a signal timing model aimed at minimizing CO2 emissions under
different traffic conditions, resulting in the observation that optimizing signal timing from
the perspective of CO2 emissions is effective in balancing emissions during acceleration,
deceleration, and idling stages [41].

Li et al. (2018) proposed an optimal velocity control and separation strategy for con-
nected and automated vehicles (CAVs) to minimize idling at red lights by accessing traffic
light timing and adjusting their speed accordingly; the simulation results showed that
implementing the strategy resulted in a 19.2% reduction in total travel time [42]. Jayawar-
dana et al. (2022) proposed a reinforcement learning (RL) approach to develop eco-driving
control strategies at signalized intersections to reduce CO2 emissions with connected
autonomous vehicles (CAVs) investigated with the SUMO microscopic traffic simulator,
resulting in significant reductions in CO2 emissions up to 25% [43]. Ubiergo (2014) explored
the use of vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication to improve mobility and reduce
environmental impacts by combining a car-following model and an emission model to
simulate vehicle behavior and calculate emissions at signalized intersections, showing that
around 8% of CO2 emissions can be saved [44].
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Out of the analysis of related works on the effect of autonomous vehicles on the
reduction of CO2 emission, little research has been conducted on the environmental benefits
of automatic idling control function in autonomous vehicles with C-ITS in the urban
network. Furthermore, unless the time it takes for an individual vehicle in the queue to
start moving can be taken into account, the traffic signal information shared through V2I
communication cannot be integrated into the proposed function in determining whether or
not to control vehicle idling and in estimating the CO2 emission. Therefore, this study is
distinguished from other studies in the respect that it considered the time to move in the
queue based on the arrival time of shockwave from the stop line to vehicle position in the
queue and compared it with the shared traffic signal information.

3. Research Methodology

While vehicles traverse the urban traffic network, which is composed of multiple
signalized intersections, drivers could manage vehicle idling themselves by turning off
the engine while waiting for the traffic signal associated with turning direction. However,
drivers do not have any ways to know how long their waiting time is until they pass the
intersection, so a sophisticated technology needs to be applied to autonomously control
vehicle idling without depending on human instincts.

As seen in Section 2. Related Works, research efforts have not been made on the
environmental benefits of autonomous vehicles under C-ITS, whose function is enhanced
with automatic vehicle idling control at signalized intersection in the urban network,
according to the best of our knowledge. Accordingly, this study creates a pivotal idling
control method and evaluates its environmental benefits with microscopic simulation
models, VISSIM, VISSIM COM, and MOVES.

This study suggests a novel methodology of estimating CO2 emissions from vehi-
cles waiting in the queue at signalized intersections in Figure 2. Specifically, this study
needs to observe the spatial and temporal trajectories of all vehicles around signalized
intersections to find idling situations, interactively implement control of vehicle idling, and
accordingly estimate the CO2 emission, so the microscopic simulation models (i.e., mobility
and emission) supported by the user interface are an important research means.
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The microscopic mobility simulator, VISSIM, is typically used to investigate the impact
of traffic infrastructure or operation alternatives on traffic flow or safety because it is faster,
safer, and more cost-effective than a field experiment and implementation [45–47]. It used
to be complemented with a user interface (i.e., VISSIM COM), capable of not only reading
the data of the internal objects such as vehicles, links, evaluations, etc., but also modifying
their attributes and properties like vehicle routing, speed, signal timing, etc., at a discrete
time step during the running of a simulation [48,49]. In addition, MOVES (motor vehicle
emission simulator) is a representative microscopic emission simulator developed by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) and refers to the vehicle trajectories and
vehicle specific power (VSP).

3.1. Mobility Simulator for Idling Control Process

The basic concept and algorithm of automatic vehicle idling control are provided
in Figure 3. There are two fundamental requirements for the algorithm: that is, the
autonomous vehicle should be physically equipped with a communication device and the
reference time should be set to be compared with the waiting time to execute automatic
vehicle idling control. The reference time is supposed to be defined according to the various
vehicle characteristics such as vehicle type, vehicle year, fuel type, etc., but this study
adopted a specific value (i.e., 10 s) referenced from the existing works.
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Specifically, the mobility simulator consists of five steps from vehicle generation to
vehicle idling identification and control. Most steps (i.e., solid box in Figure 3) can be
realized by the autonomous vehicles themselves, such as speed, position, turning direction,
vehicle idling control, etc., except one step (i.e., dashed box in Figure 3), which is sharing
traffic signal information via V2I communication. Each step is explained as follows:

Step 1: Vehicle generation
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Vehicles are generated on the entering links at pre-determined headways depending
on traffic demand.

Step 2: Identification of vehicle idling situations

The speed of individual vehicles is monitored at every simulation time and when their
speed is 0 kph, which is when they stop before a stop line or join a queue and the idling
condition occurs. Then, this study computes the time that the shockwave reaches stopped
vehicles from the stop line at the intersection of interest, referring to the time for vehicles to
be able to start to move.

Step 3: Transmission of signal information through V2I communication

Every time vehicle idling situation is identified, the traffic signal information such as
cycle length, current and consecutive phases, phase sequence, etc., is checked to determine
if the automatic vehicle idling control function should be activated or not.

Step 4: Determination of vehicle idling control

At first, if the transmitted signal phase is not compatible with the turning direction
of idling vehicles, the vehicle idling should be controlled. On the other hand, in case the
signal phase matches the turning direction of idling vehicles and the phase is same as the
reference time (i.e., Ref. time in Figure 3) or more, if the shockwave arrival time to the
idling vehicles (i.e., time to start to move) is same as the reference time or less, the vehicle
idling is controlled as well.

Step 5: Estimating GHG emissions reciprocally linked to emission simulator

At every simulation time, all individual vehicles resort to the emission simulator to
calculate the CO2 emissions corresponding to operation modes such as braking, idling, and
running. Later, aggregated CO2 emissions associated with scenarios with or without an
automatic vehicle idling control function are compared to see the environmental benefits of
the proposed function.

There are two types of scenarios depending on the automatic vehicle idling control
of an autonomous vehicle under C-ITS. One is no idling control (i.e., Figure 4a), and the
other is vehicle idling control considering the queue length, time to start, reference time,
and traffic signal information transmitted through V2I communication (i.e., Figure 4b).
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signal phase.

More specifically for Figure 4b, VISSIM observes all trajectories of individual vehicles
at every simulation time and compares the waiting time and signal phase corresponding
to the designated turning direction when stopping at the intersection until the simulation
is terminated. When the waiting time is over the reference time defined in this study,
the automatic idling control function is implemented, assuming that the reference time
is 10 s. For example, if the waiting time informed by the traffic signal controller through
V2I communication is 15 s, the vehicle automatically controls the idling by turning off the
engine and restarts afterwards, consequently resulting in a reduction of CO2 emissions
corresponding to 5 s.
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3.2. Emission Simulator for GHG Emission Estimation

The U.S. EPA has developed and upgraded an emission simulator named the motor
vehicle emission simulator (MOVES) for estimating the amount of CO, NOx, and CO2
emitted by vehicles at different levels from on-road and non-road sources. MOVES depends
on the operation modes defined by vehicle speed and vehicle specific power (VSP) as
explanatory variables that were noted as highly correlated with the emissions of interest [50].
The concept of VSP is the instantaneous power demand of the vehicle divided by its mass,
which is used in the evaluation of vehicle emissions. As can be seen in Equation (1), it
is the value obtained by dividing the sum of the loads resulting from aerodynamic drag,
acceleration, rolling resistance, and hill-climbing by the mass of the vehicle [4,51].

Vehicle speci f ic power (VSP) = (Av + Bv2 + Cv3 + mv(a + gsinθ))/m f ixed (1)

where:

VSP : Vehicle specific power (kW/ton);
A : Rolling resistance (kW·s/m);
B : Rotating resistance

(
kW·s2/m2);

C : Drag resistance
(
kW·s3/m3);

m : Source mass (ton);
v : Speed (m/s);
a : Acceleration

(
m/s2);

θ : Road grade;
g : Acceleration of gravity

(
9.8m/s2);

m f ixed : Fixed mass factor (ton) [52,53].

Table 1 shows the weighted average of CO2 emissions of all vehicles for 23 operating
modes in MOVES such as braking, idling, coasting, cruising, and accelerating by referring
to the emission rate of CO2 associated with VSP, vehicle speed, vehicle type, and fuel type.

Table 1. CO2 emission rates for multiple operating modes in MOVES.

Unit: Kg/h

Passenger Car Transit Bus Passenger
Truck

Long-Haul
Vehicle

Op. Mode Op. Mode Description Gasoline Diesel Diesel CNG Diesel Diesel

0 Braking 3.03 3.03 15.15 8.32 4.37 15.47
1 Idling 2.81 2.81 7.46 6.58 3.37 7.62

11 VSP < 0

1 ≤ Speed < 25

4.41 4.41 10.02 8.85 5.45 10.23
12 0 ≤ VSP < 3 6.09 6.09 29.14 21.02 6.82 29.76
13 3 ≤ VSP < 6 8.47 8.47 53.38 61.00 9.81 54.50
14 6 ≤ VSP < 9 10.70 10.70 77.89 101.67 12.43 79.53
15 9 ≤ VSP < 12 12.76 12.76 98.51 142.34 14.99 100.58
16 12 ≤ VSP 15.41 15.41 135.50 203.34 18.72 138.35

21 VSP < 0

25 ≤ Speed <
50

6.00 6.00 8.08 11.77 7.30 8.25
22 0 ≤ VSP < 3 6.83 6.83 37.46 24.84 7.83 38.25
23 3 ≤ VSP < 6 8.32 8.32 62.12 65.28 9.67 63.43
24 6 ≤ VSP < 9 10.68 10.68 89.92 77.35 12.52 91.81
25 9 ≤ VSP < 12 14.25 14.25 115.62 108.29 16.08 118.05
27 12 ≤ VSP < 18 18.78 18.78 159.71 154.71 22.14 163.07
28 18 ≤ VSP < 24 25.31 25.31 223.59 216.59 29.57 228.30
29 24 ≤ VSP < 30 34.68 34.68 287.47 278.47 40.54 293.52
30 30 ≤ VSP 43.55 43.55 351.35 340.35 47.76 358.76
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Table 1. Cont.

Unit: Kg/h

Passenger Car Transit Bus Passenger
Truck

Long-Haul
Vehicle

Op. Mode Op. Mode Description Gasoline Diesel Diesel CNG Diesel Diesel

33 VSP < 6

50 ≤ Speed

8.55 8.55 33.32 40.12 10.54 34.03
35 6 ≤ VSP < 12 13.71 13.71 101.90 82.54 16.13 104.05
37 12 ≤ VSP < 18 17.86 17.86 159.49 137.56 21.32 162.85
38 18 ≤ VSP < 24 23.29 23.29 223.29 192.59 27.70 227.99
39 24 ≤ VSP < 30 31.02 31.02 287.09 247.61 36.30 293.13
40 30 ≤ VSP 39.55 39.55 350.89 302.64 48.04 358.28

4. Evaluation of Automatic Idling Control of CAVs

This study investigated the environmental benefits of the automatic vehicle idling con-
trol function in Haeundae-gu in Busan, Korea, within the established research framework.
Because Haeundae-gu is a globally highly popular tourist town that has grown rapidly
over the past few decades, it is an appropriate study site due to the sufficient traffic demand
for this study.

4.1. Case Study with Haeundae-Gu in Busan, Korea

Figure 5 shows the study area, Haeundae-gu, in Busan, Korea. The basic input data
required to build the VISSIM network such as the geometry, traffic flow (i.e., traffic volume
and turning ratio), and traffic signal information (i.e., cycle length, phase, phase sequence,
etc.) has been collected from an up-to-date aerial photo, traffic impact assessment reports,
and the regional Road Traffic Authority with field survey complementation. After one hour
of warm-up time, during which the network was populated with a sufficient number of
vehicles, the vehicles entering the network for the next one hour were used for the analysis.
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As for MOVES, the VSP operates in numerous operating modes at various speeds
and accelerations collected from the microscopic simulation model, VISSIM. This study
considers the passenger cars and gasoline as the vehicle type and fuel type in Table 1. Also,
Table 2 indicates the default values corresponding to individual variables in Equation (1),
excluding geographical factor (i.e., network slope) [53].
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Table 2. MOVES default database in Equation (1).

Item Value

Rolling resistance (A ) 0.156461 (kW·s/m)
Rotating resistance (B ) 0.00200193

(
kW·s2/m2)

Drag resistance (C ) 0.000492646
(
kW·s3/m3)

Source mass (m) 1.4788 (ton)
Fixed mass factor (m f ixed) 1.4788 (ton)

This study has calibrated the Haeundae-gu network with the three most significant
queue length-related parameters, such as emergency stopping distance, lane change dis-
tance, and average standstill distance, out of 50 internal parameters based on the afternoon
non-peak traffic demand using a Monte Carlo experiment. The simulation network was
calibrated with three parameters adjusted to 7.2 m, 30.3 m, and 2.0 m, respectively. For
validation purposes, the morning non-peak traffic demand has been input to the calibrated
model, and it estimated the queue length within a reasonably acceptable range on the main
artery. Therefore, the simulation outputs derived from this network are reliable enough to
evaluate the environmental effect of the automatic vehicle idling control function [49].

4.2. Results and Analysis

This study evaluated the temporal and environmental benefits of autonomous vehicles
under C-ITS when automatically controlling idling in the case that the informed waiting
time is longer than the reference time in the Haeundae-gu network.

Table 3 shows that the total number of vehicles analyzed in this study is 15,888 vehicles,
and 99.5% of them (i.e., 15,813 vehicles) were forced to experience idling at least once until
leaving the network, resulting in 1602 idling hours out of total travel time, 3173 h, which
is approximately 50.5%. The average travel time per vehicle is 719 s/veh, which is the
sum of average moving time (354 s/veh) and average idling time (365 s/veh). The total
saved idling time by applying the automatic vehicle idling control function proposed in
this study is 1511 h, which accounts for 47.6% of the total travel time and 94.3% of the total
idling time, respectively. The average saved idling time is 334 s/veh, which is the same
percentage as the saved travel time.

Table 3. Temporal and environmental effects of automatic vehicle idling control function.

Time Emission

Total Average Rate Total Average Rate

Vehicles 3173 h 719 s/veh 64,641,228 kg/h 4069 kg/h
Idling 1602 h 365 s/veh 50.5% 16,152,220 kg/h 1017 kg/h 25.0%
Saved
idling

1511 h
(94.3%) 344 s/veh 47.6% 15,230,566 kg/h 959 kg/h

(94.3%) 23.6%

Table 3 also reveals that the total CO2 emissions from all vehicles is 64,641,228 kg/h
at an average of 4069 kg/h. The amount of CO2 emissions from idling vehicles takes up
25.0% of the total CO2 emissions, which is 1017 kg/h per vehicle on average. The saved
CO2 emissions due to the proposed function in this study corresponds to 23.6% of the total
CO2 emissions and 94.3% of the total idling CO2 emissions, respectively. Therefore, the
proposed function enables idling time and CO2 emitted during idling to be significantly
reduced by over 94% without relying on human judgement.

In addition to the total and average travel time and CO2 emissions in terms of vehicle
unit, it is noteworthy to analyze them at the individual idling level. Table 4 shows that the
total number of idling experienced by 15,813 vehicles is 113,986 times, which is 7.2 times
per vehicle on average. Their average time and emission per idling are 50.6 s and 142 kg/h,
respectively. Consequently, approximately 134 kg/h CO2 emissions out of 142 kg/h, ac-
counting for 94.3% of the total, were saved by the automatic vehicle idling control function,
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which was executed based on the queue discharge time, reference time, and traffic signal
information transmitted from the traffic signal controller through V2I communication.

Table 4. Effects of the automatic vehicle idling control function at the individual idling level.

Item Value

Total idling count 113,986 times
Average idling count 7.2 times/vehicle
Average idling time 50.6 s/idling

Average idling emission 142 kg/h/idling
Average controlled idling emission 134 kg/h/idling

5. Conclusions, Discussion, and Future Research Issues

The transportation sector is regarded as a main culprit in greenhouse gas emission in
the urban network, particularly idling vehicles waiting at signalized intersections. There
have been many efforts to alleviate these adverse effects by utilizing more advanced infor-
mation and communication technologies and enforcing emission regulations as well. Even
though autonomous vehicles can be a promising technology to tackle vehicle idling, their
environmental benefits obtain no attention compared with the safety and mobility issues.

This study underlined that the CO2 emitted by idling vehicles at signalized inter-
sections accounts for a significant proportion of the citywide emissions, suggesting that
controlling vehicle idling is an inevitable way to reduce CO2 emissions. This study intro-
duces an automatic vehicle idling control function that enables vehicles to autonomously
decide vehicle idling control in the queue at signalized intersections and investigate its
environmental benefits.

This study attempts to introduce the basic algorithm of the automatic idling control
function and investigate the environmental benefits of autonomous vehicles equipped with
it based on the traffic signal information transmitted from the traffic signal controller under
C-ITS by employing the microscopic mobility and emission simulator, VISSIM, VISSIM
COM, and MOVES, in Haeundae-gu in Busan, Korea, as a case study. The most discernable
point of this study from the existing works is to simultaneously take into account the queue
length, reference time, and transmitted traffic signal information prior to determination of
the vehicle idling control.

According to the simulation outputs, the total saved idling time thanks to the automatic
idling control function accounts for 47.6% of the total travel time and 94.3% of the total
idling time, respectively. Also, it could reduce 23.6% and 94.3% of CO2 emissions out of the
total and idling amounts, respectively.

In conclusion, the autonomous vehicles equipped with an automatic vehicle idling
control function under C-ITS can play an important role in reducing the CO2 emissions
in the urban traffic network. Particularly, this study contributes to suggesting a novel
methodology to compute the queue discharge time, utilized to determine whether to control
vehicle idling or not, and utilizing on data about vehicle position in the queue, shockwave
speed, reference time, and traffic signal information shared by V2I communication.

In addition, although electric vehicles and low-emission vehicles are rapidly being
distributed, they have not yet had a meaningful impact on the overall reduction of CO2
emissions in urban areas to date. Therefore, the function proposed in this study can
play a sufficient role in reducing CO2 emissions in the process of expanding the market
penetration rate of these vehicles. Therefore, this study strongly supports a logical basis on
the assertive deployment of the automatic vehicle idling control function in major cities,
especially those suffering from CO2 emissions.

Even though there is a drawback to the stop-and-go function, which is a representa-
tive technology of vehicle idling control introduced in Section 2, that is, it cannot reflect
the queue discharge time and reference time and unconditionally controls vehicle idling
whenever the vehicle stops, it is expected to significantly reduce CO2 emissions. Intuitively,
the automatic vehicle idling control function proposed in this study outperforms the stop-
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and-go function in reducing CO2 emission, but this study has a limitation in that it did not
make a quantitative comparison between them.

Because the related technology and equipment to implement the proposed function
are already off-the-shelf, it is expected to see it in reality in the near future. Prior to the
actual implementation, the following issues should be addressed to improve the research
performance in future research. The reference time to be compared with the queue discharge
time and traffic signal information is assumed to be 10 s but should be more realistic,
reflecting the vehicle type, vehicle year, fuel, etc. All vehicles are assumed to be powered
by gasoline, but vehicle types should be diversified due to the fast propagation of more
eco-friendly vehicles such as electric vehicles, hydrogen vehicles, etc., which means that
the CO2 emission value should be more diverse to be referenced. Lastly, the shockwave
speed used to estimate the queue discharge time should be investigated in the field.
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